Brussels, 1 December 2016

100% TRACEABILITY OF WOOD WORLDWIDE ACHIEVED BY
THE BEVERAGE CARTON PRODUCERS OF ACE
A circular economy can only be achieved if primary materials are responsibly sourced
The CEO’s of the world’s three leading beverage carton producers have announced the fulfillment of an
industry commitment to guarantee that all paperboard used in the beverage cartons they produce globally
contains wood fibre that is verified to come from legal and acceptable sources.
As part of the commitment initiated in 2007, Elopak, SIG Combibloc and Tetra Pak, all members of the
Alliance for Beverage Cartons and the Environment (ACE), also secured 100% Chain of Custody certification
for all their production sites and all the mills that supply liquid packaging board to ACE members.
The voluntary commitment, which was supported by the WWF European Policy Office from the start, gives
practical effect to EU and international forest policy objectives promoting sustainable forestry practices, such
as the EU’s action plan on Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT).
Niels Petter Wright, CEO of Elopak, said: “This is what we set as an ambitious and long-term goal back in
2007. It is a tribute to our respective company teams, as well as to our suppliers, that we have been able to
complete this ahead of schedule. We are committed to maintain these high standards”, he added.
Renewable materials that are responsibly sourced can bring a double contribution to the circular economy by
combining regrowth of resources with recycling. They also decrease Europe’s dependency on finite resources
and contribute to mitigating climate change. “Responsibly sourced renewable materials, like our liquid
packaging board, have a key role to play in supporting a low carbon circular economy”, underlined Rolf
Stangl, CEO of SIG Combibloc.
“A circular economy needs a constant inflow of primary materials to grow. A true circular economy should
therefore start with responsible sourcing of primary materials; something we have worked hard to achieve
during the past decade. While the industry will continue to play a key role, the EU must do more to encourage
responsible sourcing practices and the use of renewable materials”, commented Dennis Jönsson, Tetra Pak’s
CEO.
Meeting ACE representatives in Brussels, Jyrki Katainen, Commission’s Vice-President for Jobs, Growth,
Investment and Competitiveness, commented: “We must show that there is a business case and economic
gains behind the circular way of thinking. Therefore, I am pleased to see that companies come up with their
own initiatives proving that this is the case.”
Karmenu Vella, EU Commissioner for Environment, Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, provided further
encouragement: “Your contribution is very valuable and irreplaceable. This also goes for all efforts to tackle
the challenges involved in keeping these valuable materials in the cycle for as long as possible.”
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Note to Editors
ABOUT THE COMMITMENT
ACE’s beverage carton manufacturers committed to worldwide implementation of two sets of targets. Firstly, they
undertook to secure by 2015 100% supply of wood fibre that is traceable to legal and acceptable sources. The scope
included all wood fibres used in mills producing paperboard for the three companies. Second, they committed to
achieve by 2018 Chain of Custody certification for all their carton manufacturing plants.
The systematic use of legal and acceptable wood fibres in beverage cartons was ensured by using independently
certified traceability systems according to standards set by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). Monitoring of
compliance with the commitment was carried-out annually by Proforest, an independent verifier of forest supply chain
th
practices. The 9 Proforest report is available on ACE website.
ABOUT ACE
ACE provides a European platform for beverage carton manufacturers and their paperboard suppliers to benchmark
and profile cartons as renewable, recyclable and low carbon packaging solutions. Engaging with stakeholders and
partners seeking high environmental stewardship, it contributes expertise to EU policy, legislation and standard‐setting.
ACE members include beverage carton producers Tetra Pak, SIG Combibloc and Elopak; they develop, manufacture and
market systems for the processing, packaging and distribution of food, and produce packaging material at 20 plants in
Europe. About 98% of the paperboard used by ACE members in beverage cartons in Europe is produced by Stora Enso
in Skoghall (Sweden) and Imatra (Finland), and BillerudKorsnäs in Gävle and Frövi (Sweden), who are also members of
ACE. These paper mills and the beverage carton manufacturers in ACE together employ close to 30,000 people
worldwide.
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